A V. I O H D +

HDMI-to-USB capture
you can count on

The plug-and-play AV.io HD+ lets you easily capture 1080p video from HDMI
cameras and devices. With its all-metal enclosure and durable connectors,
AV.io HD+ will stand up to repeated, long-term use.
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NEW! Now featuring enhanced performance and 3.5 mm analog audio input.

Epiphan AV.io HD+™ USB capture card

Make video capture eﬀortless
With AV.io HD+, capturing video from HDMI devices on
Windows, Mac, or Linux is as easy as using a plug-and-play
webcam – no driver installation required.
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Take your capture card with you
AV.io HD+ is light and compact. It’s powered over USB,
which means one less adapter to carry around. And it’s
based on tough-as-nails technology that’s even been used
in space, so you can conﬁdently take it wherever there’s
video to capture.

Size and scale eﬀortlessly
There’s no need to think about video scaling or aspect
ratios with this capture card. AV.io HD+ will automatically
adjust your image based on the software you’re using,
delivering superior video quality even when swapping
between sources.

AUTOMATIC SCALING

Bring in your audio
Capture audio directly from your HDMI source, or
through the 3.5 mm input to capture from a mixer or other
external source. You can even bring in audio from both
inputs simultaneously.

Interface

USB 3.0, USB 2.0

OS drivers

UVC and UAC device

Dimensions
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Connectors

HDMI, USB 3.0 B-Type connector

Input
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Input resolution
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Output format

Available resolutions:






Available frame rates:
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Output color space

YUV 4:2:2

Capture latency
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HDMI audio (input)
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Audio output
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LED
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Power consumption
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OS support
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HDCP compliance
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Note: Third-party software will set frame size and frame rate.
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